Announcement

Frontaliers - Grenzgänger
🎤🎤 Franco-German HipHop Songwriting Workshop 🎤🎤
17.-19. 02. 2022 - Freiburg (Germany)

Music, poetry and languages know no boundaries. Are you also convinced of this and do you
feel like expressing yourself through songs? Then join our creative workshop with
Zweierpasch, the successful German-French hip-hop duo Till and Felix! You can write your
song, rap and “cross boundaries” ("Grenzen überschreiten, grenzenlos über Grenzen" - quote
from the song "Grenzgänger" by Zweierpasch).
The Studierendenwerk Freiburg-Schwarzwald offers a hybrid songwriting workshop in
cooperation with Zweierpasch. It is about getting to know the methods of writing as well as
rapping. You will have the opportunity to produce your own lyrics in a project group and bring
them live on stage at a final German-French event. You are passionate about hip-hop music
and have always wanted to write, but never had the opportunity? You've already written lyrics
and now you want to learn more about recording and performance techniques? You always
celebrate awesome beats and good flows? Then don't miss your chance. And because
nowadays music can't go without video, we'll also shoot a video clip with Freiburg filmmaker
Sebastian Lucht.
Dates:
-

2 online modules on songwriting on 04.02.2022 and 14.02.2022 each from 4 to 6 pm.
Three-day presence workshop in Freiburg / Germany from 17.02.2022 to 19.02.2022
(arrival day 16.02.2022, departure day 20.02.2022) with final event and live
performance on 19.02.2022 (MensaBar Rempartstraße, Freiburg).

Program:
-

Discover and practice songwriting
Record your song (alone or with one or more other participants) in Zweierpasch's
studio and make a video clip of it.
In the end you can perform the song on the stage of the MensaBar.

Who can participate? Students of universities and colleges as well as of the associations of
student unions and CROUS in Strasbourg, Mulhouse, Basel, Karlsruhe and FreiburgSchwarzwald are eligible to participate.
How can I participate? Register from 10.01.2022 to 31.01.2022 at the latest by contacting
Hugo Guenser, guenser@swfr.de with the following information:
First name
Last name
Date of birth
Gender
Place of residence with indication of street, city and country
Telephone number
College/University
Course of studies
Language skills in German and French (please enter your native language as such)
Briefly explain your motivation
Working language: German and French. Good to very good knowledge of both languages is
desirable and of great advantage.
Costs: 35€ own contribution for workshop with recording and video shooting, accommodation
from 16.02. to 20.02.2021 in Freiburg (four nights for two in a double room) with half board
and leisure program. Travel costs to Freiburg will be reimbursed. Participants from Freiburg
will not be accommodated in the accommodation.
ATTENTION: The realization of the workshop depends on the further development of the
pandemic. If the workshop cannot take place in presence, an online version will be held. For
participation in presence it is indispensable to be immunized against Covid19. Please write us
if you are vaccinated against Corona or recovered from Corona and let us know the date of
your vaccination or your recovery. At the time of the event, the corona pandemic legal
regulations in force at that time will be applied.
Do you have questions? Hugo Guenser, french volunteer, Studierendenwerk Freiburg
guenser@swfr.de, Tel: 0049-761-2101-237
Web page of the project: https://www.swfr.de/grenzgaenger
Zweierpasch :
-

https://www.zweierpasch.com/
www.instagram.com/zweierpasch

Sebastian Lucht : https://visualcreators.de/

